Parkdale Avenue Draft Plan
WHO WE ARE

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

abode.
abode. urban consultants is a team of graduate students from McGill University’s School of Urban Planning. We are a multi-disciplinary team, including
specialists in transportation planning, heritage conservation and urban design.
At abode, we believe that a good city is comprised
of good places. The creative focus of our work is to
ensure that planning is a participatory process that

abode.

brings together a broad spectrum of community
stakeholders. Our comprehensive approach seeks to
integrate the visions of stakeholders into plans and
designs that are appropriate to their place, fiscally
sound, and socially progressive.

The public consultation process was a major component of the planning process. Given the diversity
of the residents and built form along the street, the
best way to understand this complexity was from the

THE PLAN
residents themselves. Several different public consultations occurred throughout the phases of the project to
help ensure that the plans proposed to the community
truly reflected what was desired by all.

WALKING TOUR
On 2 October 2009, the consultant team met with
the client and a small group of local stakeholders. The
group walked the entire length of the Parkdale Avenue, surveying key sites along the corridor. The walk
provided the consultant team with a broad understanding of issues in the area.

abode. was approached by Creative Neighbourhoods
in September 2009 to create a corridor plan for Parkdale Avenue in Ottawa, Ontario.

A 3-tiered system was utilized to ensure that the visions expressed in the consultation phase were reflected in the plan. Four broad visions rest at the top
of the hierarchy. The visions inform a set of 8 explicit
guiding principals. Each guiding principle is accompanied by a set of specific actions that when implemented achieve the broad visions for the corridor.

VISIONS
PARKDALE IS...
»» A critical link that connects communities and places
where people live, work and play

»» A street that has a rich natural and built heritage
that is conserved, enhanced, and utilized
»» A street that safely supports a variety of different
transportation modes by encouraging active
transportation over automobile use

»» Public space should be both functional and
beautiful, reflecting the unique character of each of
Ottawa’s neighbourhoods.

»» A green street that is both environmentally
sustainable and visually appealing

»» Place matters. Residents and businesses care
about their neighbourhoods. They want to see
development that reflects their community’s unique
identity.

»» Local organizations are vital. Associations of
residents and businesses can work as equal
partners with city governments and developers.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

A community workshop was held on 17 October 2009
in Ottawa. This meeting was attended by the consultant team, the client and ten participants. Stakeholder
participants included a member of the Wellington
West BIA, members of the Hintonburg Community
Association and the Civic Hospital Community Association and residents of the Parkdale Avenue area.
The workshop provided an opportunity for residents to
voice their concerns and share ideas for the future of
Parkdale Avenue.

OUR MANDATE
abode will develop the Parkdale Avenue Corridor
Plan to address the current challenges and opportunities along this corridor. Our team has recognized
and responded to the diverse nature of the area, and

built upon the work already commenced by Creative
Neighbourhoods, all levels of government, the Wellington West Business Improvement Area, and local
community associations.

SURVEY

PLANNING PROCESS
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

An in-depth review and analysis of existing
conditions through site visits and PHASE
reviewing1
technical documents, planning policies, and
precedents.

contextual
analysis

The public consultation process involved a
PHASE
walking tour, a workshop, an online
survey 2
and a final presentation of the plan.

public
consultation

An online survey was conducted in the weeks following the workshop. The survey had approximately
140 respondents and confirmed that the opinions
expressed at the workshop represented those of the
entire community.

VISIONS

ACTIONS

Creative Neighbourhoods is an Ottawa-based nonprofit dedicated to improving the use and design of
public space. Their core values are expressed as:

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1. Create an attractive and enjoyable street experience

5. Discourage automobile dominance on the street

2. Reduce ecological footprint of the corridor

6. Promote local businesses and artists

3. Increase and enhance green space

7. Enhance and improve accessibility to activity nodes

4. Promote and support sustainable modes of
transportation

8. Promote development while maintaining the area’s
historic character

ACTIONS
In total, 41 specific actions are proposed as part of
the plan, ranging from the small scale to corridor-

wide interventions. Each of these actions touch upon
one or several of the guiding principles.

CONCEPT
N

abode.
PHASE 3

abode developed a set of guiding principles
PHASE 3
based on the visions of the community.

formulation
of plan

DRAFT PLAN PRESENTATION

Parkdale Avenue Study
Community Meeting:

Public Presentation of Abode’s Plan for Parkdale

PHASE 4

A final plan will be released to Creative
Neighbourhoods and the general PHASE
public 4
once all public consultation feedback has
been taken into consideration.

December 2, 2009
5:300 - 7:30 pm
Parkdale United Church, 429 Parkdale Avenue

final
concept plan

The draft plan will be presented on 2 December 2009
to solicit the final set of feedback from the community. Comments will be taken into consideration and will
help revise the plan. The final plan will be available in
mid-December.

Area of Intervention
Activity Nodes
Transportation Axis
Waterway

PHASE 5

The plan must be implemented and monitored by residents in and around Parkdale
Avenue.

implementation
& monitoring

Greenspace
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For further information please contact:
Abode Urban Consultants
email: abodeconsulting@gmail.com
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TUNNEY’S PASTURE & NORTH PARKDALE AVENUE

QUEENSWAY OVERPASS

SITE ASSESSMENT
»» Sprawling modernist
buildings
»» Zoned for mix use

R

density

»» Off-ramp onto a residential
street (Westmount Avenue)
creates safety hazard

PA

RK

»» Strong development pressure
»» Transitway slated for upgrade

SITE ASSESSMENT

»» Short off-ramp dangerous for
exiting traffic

PARKDALE AVENUE

»» Development contract to
HOK Canada
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»» Isolating experience for
pedestrians along Parkdale
Avenue

OTTA
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ACTIONS

ACTIONS

»» New development will be
»» Infill in open spaces or on parking
concentrated along/facing Parkdale
lots is an effective way to increase
Avenue
density without drastically altering
the scale of the block
»» Surface parking will be hidden
behind buildings
»» Buildings should frame the street
to form a sense of enclosure and
»» Street will be closed on both sides,
create human-scale public spaces
improving pedestrian experience
»» Future development should be
»» Using ‘step-down’ building design
directly accessible from Parkdale
ensures a proper transition from
and activate the street level with
tall buildings to finer grained
commerce.
single-detached homes

»» Limit highway off-ramp traffic
with an automatic gate

»» Plant trees on the median to
soften the look of the area

»» Add attractive and colourful
murals under the overpass
painted by the artists of the
QUAD district.

»» Implement several pedestrian
safety measures, such as
advanced signals, textured crosswalks, bollards and enhanced
lighting in the underpass.

BEFORE Tunney’s Pasture today

ridership

quality of
service
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»» Refinish the façade so it is more
visually appealing.

There is a strong relationship between density, ridership and
the quality of public transit service. Increased density will
act as the catalyst to ensure that transit on the corridor will
be of the highest possible quality.
AFTER Tunney’s Pasture with new infill development

»» Overpass is a barrier for
pedestrians
»» Overpass is visually intrusive
»» Dark overpass and lack
of lighting cause fear for
pedestrians

Gatess can limit highway or street traffic by preventing cars from entering/exiting the highway during certain times of the day.

MURALS Art can be used in the underpass to improve the visual appeal of the area
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UNDERPASS Daytime rendering
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UNDERPASS Night time rendering
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PARKDALE MARKET & PARKDALE PARK

RIVERFRONT

SITE ASSESSMENT
»» Parkdale Market is the heart of
Parkdale
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SITE ASSESSMENT
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»» Narrow sidewalks and on-site
parking make walking difficult
for pedestrians
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»» Major barriers exist between the
park and the market
»» Lack of quality seating and
resting space

»» One of two natural anchors of
the Parkdale Avenue

»» Difficult for pedestrians to cross
the parkway

»» Lack of programming and draw
at waterfront

»» Abundance of greenspace and
bike facilities

PARKDALE AVENUE

BELVEDERE An accessible lookout point

ACTIONS

ENTRANCE Rendering of Parkdale Market entrance
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»» Move the parking to exterior
edges of the site

»» Create pleasant pedestrian
access to the park across the
Sunoco gas station with better
»» Blur the line between the market
defined car entrances
and park activities by including
both sites in one design
»» Improve bike access. The site will
serve as the terminus of the bike
»» Create an eating area or outdoor
lane, and further enhance the
room where it is comfortable and
area as a destination along the
desirable to linger
corridor
»» Include more public art that
»» Move vendor activities to the
plays on existing imagery
periphery of the site

»» Create a functional public space
where Parkdale Avenue meets
the water
»» Build a belvedere on the river,
allowing people to enjoy the
view at this accessible vantage
point
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STREETVIEWS Parkdale Market as seen from Parkdale Avenue

SITE PLAN

ACTIONS
»» Install benches to provide a
comfortable setting to sit, stay
and enjoy, rather than travel
through
»» Hang flags and banners to create
a sense of place and a landmark
»» Improve the connection to the
riverfront from Parkdale Avenue
through improved pedestrian
access and signage

EXPERIMENTAL FARM
SITE ASSESSMENT
»» One of two natural anchors of
the corridor

Parkdale Avenue

»» Carling acts as a barrier to the
entrance of the Farm
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»» A unique natural heritage and
recreational site that should be
better connected to the corridor
»» No solid connection with the
hospital

Wellington Street

Armstrong Street

ENTRANCE Improved pedestrian connection and better signage

Hamilton Avenue North

ACTIONS

The Parkdale Market and Parkdale Park should be incorporated into one comprehensive plan for the site. Vendor stalls
should be rearranged to allow pedestrians to move freely
through the space from the street and from within the park.

»» Build an attractive entrance that
will attract bystanders
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»» Create a stronger programmatic
link between the Civic Hospital
and the Experimental Farm, such
»» Create a safe and appealing
as a healing garden. This garden
path across Carling Avenue that
can provide a unique therapeutic
will serve as an important access
and learning environment for
point for pedestrians
patients, families, staff and
visitors to the hospital
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